credit
Make your wishes come true!
With a Swiss online private loan from bob Finance

Plan your liquidity

Three simple steps

We at bob Finance know very well that life
can be fraught with financial challenges, and
our attractive credit solutions will help you to
overcome them so that you can live your dreams
and carry out your plans.

1. Fill out an online credit application
Enter your desired credit amount and the terms in
our form.

2. Receive the feedback on lending decision
Straight after the application you will receive a
provisional decision. The final lending decision will
be made after a comprehensive creditworthiness
check in accordance with the KKG (federal law on
consumer credit).

Free usage
With bob credit, you alone decide how you
want to use your credit. An implant? For moving
house? A new car? A training course? Your
decision.

3. Send in the documents
After receiving and checking your documents,
should the decision be positive, we will transfer
your credit to your account after the legal
withdrawal period of 14 days.

Your advantages with bob credit at a glance

Choose an amount between
CHF 1,000 and 80,000

Pay back your loan in up to 120
months

Outstanding customer service
(1st place in a test by SIQT)

General requirements

Calculation example
Desired credit
Term		

Benefit from favourable interest
rates starting at 4.9%*

CHF 20,000
36 months

Monthly rate1
of 4.9% 		
to 9.9%
597.55		 640.45

Private persons
between 22
and 62 years of age

Permanent
residence in
Switzerland

Permanent
employment
contract

Swiss bank
account

Private e-mail
address and mobile
number

All figures given in CHF
We can only determine the exact interest and thus the interest costs on the basis of the
detailed information provided by you in the loan application.
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How you can reach us

Credit protection
With our residual debt insurance, your credit is
secured against involuntary unemployment and
incapacity to work.
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Branch of Valora Schweiz AG
P.O. Box 1116
8031 Zurich
+41 (0) 44 244 25 00
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AKTIVE BENUTZER

* Criteria for an interest rate of 4.9%
First-class creditworthiness | Swiss or foreign nationals with residence permit C | Minimum
income of CHF 4,500 net per month from permanent employment | Existing personal loans
with a residual debt of at least CHF 5,000 must be transferred to bob

